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Our Price $7,900
Specifications:

Year:  2012  

VIN:  KNADM5A33C6028255  

Make:  Kia  

Stock:  2803  

Model/Trim:  Rio 5-Door LX  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  Wagon  

Exterior:  [UD] Clear White  

Engine:  1.6L I4 138hp 123ft. lbs.  

Interior:  Black Cloth  

Transmission:  6-Speed Shiftable Automatic  

Mileage:  59,277  

Drivetrain:  Front Wheel Drive  

Economy:  City 28 / Highway 36

Step right up and feast your eyes on the vibrant and vivacious 2012 Kia
Rio 5-Door LX, a true embodiment of practicality infused with a zest for
life! With a mere 59,277 miles on the odometer, this gem has barely
stretched its legs on the open road, promising you many more years of
reliable companionship and adventure.

As you slide into the welcoming embrace of the other cloth interior,
you'll immediately feel the comfort and durability that's been woven into
every fiber. The cabin of this Rio is a harmonious blend of functionality
and style, offering a space that's both inviting and resilient against the
hustle and bustle of daily life.

Under the hood lies the heart of this sprightly chariot – a robust 1.6L I4
engine that pumps out an impressive 138 horsepower and 123 ft. lbs. of
torque. This powerplant is not just about spirited performance; it's a
testament to the harmonious balance of efficiency and zest, making
every drive an exhilarating yet sensible affair.

But let's talk about what truly sets this 2012 Kia Rio 5-Door LX apart –
the recognition it has received for its incredible value. This vehicle
doesn't just carry you from point A to point B; it does so while being
honored with Kelley Blue Book's 5-Year Cost to Own: Best Brand
award. This accolade is no small feat; it signifies that this Kia Rio is a
wise investment, promising lower-than-average ownership costs without
compromising on quality or enjoyment.

Imagine the journeys you'll embark on with this compact dynamo.
Whether you're navigating through tight urban streets or cruising on the
open highway, the Rio's nimble handling and responsive steering
ensure a drive that's as confident as it is enjoyable. And let's not forget
about the convenience factor – the 5-Door LX model offers ample cargo
space, making it the perfect companion for shopping sprees, road trips,
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space, making it the perfect companion for shopping sprees, road trips,
or simply running daily errands.

The manufacturer options and packages on this particular Rio have
been meticulously chosen to enhance your driving experience. Every
feature, every component has been thoughtfully integrated to provide a
seamless and intuitive ride that feels tailored just for you.

Now, let's talk about the future – your future with this 2012 Kia Rio 5-
Door LX. As you take the wheel and start your journey together, you'll
do so with the peace of mind that comes from driving a vehicle
recognized for its cost efficiency and reliability. You'll revel in the
knowledge that you've made a smart choice, one that will continue to
reward you mile after mile.

This is not just a car; it's a statement. It's a statement that you value
style, efficiency, and an award-winning ownership experience. Don't let
this opportunity pass you by. The 2012 Kia Rio 5-Door LX is ready to
become the newest member of your family, ready to create memories
that will last a lifetime.

Act now and take the first step toward a future filled with joyous drives
and undeniable value. Your 2012 Kia Rio 5-Door LX awaits, but it won't
wait forever. Secure your test drive today and prepare to be swept off
your feet by this unparalleled automotive masterpiece.
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Vehicle History Report : as Of 04/27/2024

*carfax Snapshot is a reflection of available information on the date the report was pulled. carfax
is constantly being updated with new information and is subject to change at any time.

 

Our Location :

2012 Kia Rio 5-Door LX 
New Haven Auto Sales - 419-342-2886 - View this car on our website at newhavenautosales.com/7293011/ebrochure

Installed Options

Interior

- Front air conditioning  - Cargo cover - Center console - Power steering - Trip odometer 

- Front seat type: bucket  - Rear seat folding: split  - Rear seat type: 60-40 split bench  

- Upholstery: cloth

Exterior

- Mirror color: body-color - Rear spoiler: roofline - Side mirror adjustments: power 

- Side mirrors: heated  - Tire Pressure Monitoring System - Wheels: steel 

- Front wipers: variable intermittent - Rear wiper: with washer  - Window defogger: rear

Snapshot

2012 KIA RIO 5-DOOR LX

No accidents or damage reported to
CARFAX

18 Service history
records

At least 1 open
recall

CARFAX 1-Owner
vehicle

Personal
vehicle

59,301 Last reported odometer
reading

FREE CARFAX Report

See the full CARFAX Report for additional information

https://www.carfax.com/VehicleHistory/p/Report.cfx?partner=AVR_0&vin=KNADM5A33C6028255&source=BUP
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